
Kit # 105
Let's Make Beautiful Things Together

 
 
Just some info: ADHERE means to stick
your card elements together using a tape
runner, a double sided tape, a liquid craft
glue or any combination of those. If I
specify a type of adhesive, that’s because the
situation will work BEST using the
recommended adhesive 🙃 But you can
always just use what you have!
 
Where to Start?
 
First confirm you have all card elements and pre-plan your card
layout. Just to get an idea of how you want it to look.
 
Contents:
1 red top-folding card base 
1 yellow (numbers)-patterned paper panel 
1 yellow card stock panel 
2 polka dot hexagons 
3 green hexagons 3 red hexagons 
3 blue hexagons 
1 polka dot tag piece 
1 Happy Birthday sentiment 
1 white rectangle element 
1 red ribbon 
1 white envelope* 
Foam squares
 
Let’s Begin!
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
We’ll construct the card front first.
 
You’ll need the yellow pattern paper, 2 red hexagons, 2 green hexagons,
2 polka dot hexagons, 2 blue hexagons, the red ribbon, the Happy
Birthday sentiment, the white rectangle and polka dot tag piece.
 
1. First adhere the Happy Birthday sentiment to the white rectangle
making sure to leave an even border of white showing along each edge. 
 
2. Next arrange your hexagons and your ribbon how you want them on
the yellow patterned panel. If you want to use my hexagon pattern,
check the picture for reference. 
 
3. Now that you know where everything is going to go - hold your
ribbon in its position and turn that panel over. ( yep, it’ll all fall off lol)
Use double sided tape to secure one end of your ribbon to the back of
the panel where you want it. Stretch your ribbon tightly across the
front of the panel and use double sided tape to secure the second end
to the back of the yellow patterned panel. 
 
4. Now that your ribbon is done, arrange your hexagons again. It’s time
to stick em down ;) And you want to see exactly where they go. Use 2
foam squares to adhere each hexagon to your panel. I recommend
starting at the top and working your way down. And, it will line up best
if you can keep the spacing even between each one. 
 
5. Next adhere your layered Happy Birthday sentiment to the center of
your polka dot tag. And adhere that to your card front panel over top of
the ribbon, using foam squares. 
 
6. The last thing you’re going to do is adhere your completed card
front panel to your red card base making sure to leave an even border
of red showing along each edge.
 
 
 



Now let’s decorate the inside of our card!
 
 1. Adhere you’re remaining hexagons 
as an added element of interest to your 
yellow card stock panel. This will be the 
inside of your card. To use my overlapping 
design, first adhere the blue one, next the green one, and lastly the
red one. 
2. Adhere your decorated yellow panel to the inside of your card
base leaving an even border of res showing along each edge.
 
And you did it!
 

Thank you so much for crafting with me!
Don't forget to use the hashtag #sandiscardscreations on

instagram to share your finished product and be featured
in my story!

*Confirm postage needed when mailing


